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Value Improvement Benchmarking Advice - VIBA
10 years ago we had a vision to build a sustainable business that would be internationally
recognised as the leading developer of value-adding materials, tools and programs for
business advisers to successfully grow their own businesses in the SME market.
Since 2007, with the release of our patented business valuation tool, we have been able
to go further and collate extensive, real-time and accurate SME valuation, benchmarking
and other value improvement information, known as ‘Knowledge Bank’, which we knew
would enhance our client adviser’s position in this business advisory service market.
Bstar is now internationally recognised as a leading developer of value-adding materials,
tools and programs and Knowledge Bank benchmarking information for business advisers
to successfully grow their business in the SME market
This Knowledge Bank information, combined with our now extensive additional research
in key professional services industry segments, has laid the foundation for us to prepare
this White Paper that we are certain will transform the way professional advisers work
with their SME business clients.
Value Improvement Benchmarking Advice (‘VIBA’) is already a proven advice process for
business advisers to build/grow their advisory services revenue and profits with both
their existing clients and through actively attracting new clients who both ask for and
pay for such advisory services.
I would like to thank our business partners, staff, key advisers and Alliance Partners for
their valuable contributions to this White Paper.
We hope you will use the viba advisory process to grow your business, deliver real value
to your business and farming clients and enjoy the benefits from being an SME Business

Adviser of the Future.

Grant Bloxham
Bstar CEO
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Introduction

This INTEGRATED ADVICE PROCESS features a business
valuation, value gap analysis, valuation, buy/sell and
performance improvement benchmarks and profit and cash
flow optimisation diagnostics.
This INTEGRATED ADVICE PROCESS is the foundation to
develop a structured and packaged business advisory services
offering to:
• E
 stablish/grow trust with, and create value for your business
clients;
• F
 ocus advice on growing the capitalisation rate to improve
your clients’ business value;
• B
 eing able to accurately determine your clients’ business
cap rate and then showcase the improvement from effective
management decisions means you can directly link your
advisory services to the growth in value of their business;
• M
 aximise your Advisory Firm’s fee, profit and business value.
This INTEGRATED ADVICE PROCESS is called VIBA Value Improvement Benchmarking Advice.
The outcome of using this PROCESS for your clients is a more
profitable and valuable business.
VIBA = More Fees, Increased Profits, New Clients

FOR THE FIRST TIME, there is available
to BUSINESS ADVISERS an end to end
INTEGRATED ADVICE PROCESS for client
business protection, growth, improvement
and succession.

The outcome of using this PROCESS for your advisory business
is more satisfied clients, more fees, increased profits, increased
referrals/new clients, greater business value and a more certain
succession plan.
Quantifying the potential for future value improvement is
the key to successfully transitioning to more profitable and
enjoyable advisory work and securing longevity in your
advisory engagements.
VIBA applies to Accountants, Bankers, Business Brokers and
Coaches, Financial Advisers, Law Partners and other Business
Advisers who want to add value to their client relationships and
profitably grow their business and thus their advisory business’
value.
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Four Questions
Question 1: What happens to businesses
that don’t seek expert help?
There have been many studies in Europe, North America and
Australia/NZ into factors affecting business survival, success/
growth and/or failure.
The symptoms of struggle are often seen in cash flow issues
but the causes for these cash flow issues usually reside in an
unwillingness to access expert help for crucial areas of business
strategic planning - finance, marketing, market segmentation,
sales, staff and product development management.

Four conclusions from these studies:
1. A
 ccording to the Productivity Commission, a third of
businesses fail in the first five years and 50% are gone in
ten years.
2. A
 ccording to Associate Professor John Watson, Department
of Accounting and Finance, University of Western Australia:
“the impact of some of the potential causes of small and
medium enterprise failure might be reduced if business
owners accessed appropriate advice…SME owners who access
advice are more likely to survive (less likely to fail)… Why,
therefore, more SME owners do not access advice is puzzling”.
3. P
 eter Switzer adds: “Planning and accessing expert help for
crucial areas such as marketing and financial management
are vital to avoid (SME) failure”.
4. T
 he Accounting and Finance Association of Australia and
NZ, in a 2009 Seminar paper Advice to SMEs by P J Care,
makes it even clearer: “Results based on survey data in the
Australian environment are that SMEs that … purchase ...
business advice exhibit superior performance”.

Question 2: Why don’t businesses
seek expert help?
One large accounting group has noted:
“While competence and business acumen were found to be
critical before an owner-manager would rely on their external
accountant for business advice, trust and an established

Question 3: How do you gain the trust
needed to get a client to ask and pay for
advice?
The three main related trust questions asked by business clients are:
1. “How can you show me that you understand my business?”
2. “ Tell me the true value of my business as a result of all my
hard work”
3. “ Show me how I can improve my business value AND get
value for money advice from you”
Bstar understands that to finally gain the trust of a client as a
business adviser you need to show that you:
• N
 ot only know how to effectively value his/her business as a
demonstration of understanding their business in its group,
industry and competitive context;
• B
 ut also that you can benchmark their business to identify
reasons for the differences in value and to pinpoint future
value improvement opportunities.
Bstar has demonstrated its understanding of SME (enterprise
value $500K - $10M) businesses for over 10 years.
However, only now can Bstar provide a sufficiently high quality
advice process to business advisers so they can successfully
grow their business advisory services.
Bstar calls this process Value Improvement Benchmarking
Advice or VIBA.

Question 4: What is the financial impact
of VIBA for Business Advisers?
Bstar estimates that by introducing the VIBA advisory process
Accountants can successfully change their fee mix from
5% business advisory services to 30% within a 2 to 3 year
period. This change in fee mix will add another 10% profit as a
percentage of fees to the bottom line, improve the business cap
rate and ultimately the value of the accounting business.

relationship are necessary to facilitate the exchange”.
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The purpose of the VIBA White Paper

The purpose of this White Paper is to
provide detailed answers to the previous
4 questions and:
• Introduce a proven advisory fee growth strategy featuring
a 7 step VIBA advisory process;
• L
 ist the Bstar value adding materials, tools and programs that
deliver the advisory fees from VIBA;

VIBA - The Advisory Process
VIBA is a new business valuation, growth, improvement and
succession planning advisory process rapidly growing in
popularity with accountants, business and financial advisers who
specialise, or want to specialise, in advising business clients.

The goal of this process is to:

• E
 xplain why the Business Capitalisation Rate is clearly an
‘objective’ number when valuing a business;

• E
 stablish the true value of a client’s business and the key
quantitative and qualitative business value drivers;

• P
 resent the benefits of completing a business revaluation
following implementation of advisory services;

• Identify measures to improve the productivity, profitability,
cash flow and value of that business;

• D
 iscuss the future of fee-based advisory services and the
requirements for success;
• O
 utline growth opportunities with past, existing and new
clients for your business; and
• P
 rovide a comparison of traditional benchmarking information
to VIBA benchmarks.
The commentary provided in this White Paper is supported by
actual results being achieved by Bstar’s Alliance Partners in
Australia, Canada and New Zealand.

• M
 easure the potential improvement that can be made in that
business;
• Implement strategies suggested by these measures;
• M
 easure the improvement in that business as a result of the
implementation; and
• Protect the business value during and after the process.

Bstar’s Alliance Partners are using the cloud-based Alliance
Partner Program advice platform to provide VIBA to their
business and farming clients.
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VIBA - The Advisory Process
Business valuation

Value comparison

Value gap analysis

Profit optimisation

Understand the
true value of my
business

Compare my
valuation to ‘like’
valuations and buy/
sales data

Determine my value
gap, future value
and profit needed

Identify areas to
improve my profit
and cash flow

Growth

Business revaluation

Improvement

Quantify improvement
in my business value and
reduce my gap

Succession

Value Improvement
Benchmarks
Use benchmarking data
to identify my strengths,
weaknesses and opportunities
Standard/industry benchmarks
and segmented by country,
location, turnover/FTE

The VIBA advisory process features:
• A business value assessment AND detailed Valuation
Benchmarking Report;
• Comparative valuation and buy/sell data to validate the value
assessment and detailed Buy/Sell Benchmarking Report;
• A value gap analysis to identify the gap between current value
and achievable desired future value;
• Improvement strategies incorporating key value improvement
benchmarks to bridge this value gap and detailed Performance
Benchmarking Report; and
• A business revaluation to quantify the potential for future
value improvement.
A key part of the VIBA advisory process is a staged or tiered
advice model that takes a client from being aware of their needs
(awareness/education), creating the ‘disturb’ to take action
(valuation and value gap) and then offering solutions centred on
value protection, improvement and realisation (succession).
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To view the full VIBA
White Paper please contact

viba@bstar.com.au
or call 1300 552 577

NZ:

viba@bstar.co.nz
0508 278 276

CA:

viba@bstar.ca
855 722 7827

